


By creating a benefits-oriented theme or “thread” that runs through a piece, you’re able to 
repeatedly drive home a particular point, while also spurring the reader to keep reading.  
  

This first sample is for Vanderlande, manufacturer of countless airport baggage-handling systems 
worldwide. 



This first inside page appears in another sample series as an example of getting into a client’s 
world. But it also features a theme. 
  

In client discussions, I zeroed in on this: What Vanderlande actually delivers isn’t a baggage-
handling system (a “feature”), but rather, they deliver “certainty” (a “benefit”)—the idea that by 
hiring them, an airport will know that their system installation will happen as, when and how 
promised. For any client, that’s a BIG deal.  
  

So, “Delivering Certainty” became the overarching theme we kept driving home on every page, and 
with every component of that baggage-handling system.  













In reviewing the source material for this annual report for Georgia chapter of The St. Vincent de 
Paul Society, I was struck by the fact that 86% of donated dollars went to services. As someone who 
also donates to charity, I thought that was a big-deal hot button (as it would be for other donors).  
  

The charity defied many stereotypes people had about it, and had me realize they just 
offered…MORE. I suggested this as a theme to run through the entire piece, letting readers (i.e., 
current/potential donors) know, with every page, that their donations went further.   
  

P.S. The client reported that many long-time donors told them this was the first annual report they’d 
ever read cover to cover. 









Note the use of a fun analogy (stadiums) to add some compelling color to the point being made.  

















This final sample is a capabilities brochure for Thomasson Printing, with the first page showing 
front and back cover.  
  

With my designer, who also designed the preceding St. Vincent piece, I initially showed the client the 
prior two theme-based pieces. Their response: “We want one like that!” 
  

For their theme word, we settled on “Absolutely”—a word with solidity and conviction, and one that 
printing prospects are only too happy to hear. The word was ideal for showcasing all their good 
points, and giving readers a sense of a company “buttoned-up” in all these arenas.  








